PLEASE NOTE:
This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

Questions? Email uwyevent@uw.edu

The diagram above shows:

No tables or chairs
Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.
PLEASE NOTE:
This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client's specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

Questions? Email uwyevent@uw.edu

The diagram above shows:
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Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.
The diagram above shows:

- **Chairs**: 126 / **6’ Round Tables**: 14 / **6’ Rectangular Tables**: 4

Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.

**PLEASE NOTE:**
This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

**Questions?** Email uwyevent@uw.edu
PLEASE NOTE:
This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client's specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

Questions? Email uwyevent@uw.edu

The diagram above shows:

**Chairs**: 54 / 6' Rectangular Tables: 27

Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.
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The diagram above shows:

**Chairs:** 36 / **6' Rectangular Tables:** 18

Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.

**PLEASE NOTE:**

This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

**Questions?** Email uwyyevent@uw.edu
The diagram above shows:

**Chairs:** 24 / **6' Rectangular Tables:** 12

Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.

**PLEASE NOTE:**

This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client's specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

**Questions?** Email uwyevent@uw.edu
The diagram above shows:

**Chairs:** 36 / **6' Rectangular Tables:** 18

Actual number of items and setup can be adjusted.

**PLEASE NOTE:**
This diagram shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client's specific needs. Actual placement of items may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests. Not all requests may be able to be accommodated.

**Questions?** Email uwyevent@uw.edu